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manufacturer of high-end audio, video, and residential loudspeakers, and a manufacturer and seller
of automobile audio and solar powered products. Ask HN: Please review my MVP - ricw (edited)In a

nutshell, my app is intended to be the perfect 'portfolio' for a single person. If you're a web dev,
you'd use it as a portfolio site. If you're an artist, it would be a collection of images, linked to song
lyrics, grouped in categories for ease of use. Imagine two Wordpress blogs side-by-side, each of

them with it's own page. You'd use this app to browse between the
blogs.Django/Python/Backbone/Marionette/Adobe AIR.Site url: 'm posting this to ask for some

feedback before I start developing the app. ====== micahyellow I'm not a web developer, so I
don't know much about portfolio sites, but you don't really explain what the difference is between
this and ~~~ ricw The difference is that MyApp is based on well known web technologies whereas

lyrwd is based on code I wrote in a weekend. The present invention relates to an automatic and semi-
automatic vehicle following control device which is arranged to control the vehicle to keep a required

distance from a vehicle on ahead, in order to follow it while traveling in a lane. A conventional
vehicle following control device is arranged to determine a required distance to follow a vehicle

ahead, and a deviation of this distance from the required distance, by a computer which is provided
separately from the vehicles on the front and rear sides of the device. Then, the device is so

arranged that a steering angle is varied in accordance with this deviation. However, the conventional
device has a drawback in that the computer requires a relatively large power to determine the
required distance and the deviation, and also requires a long computation time to carry out the
processing. Consequently, the computation time required to process the requests from a large

number of vehicles, as is the case with an intersection
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